POLS 740: Genealogies of Colonial and Postcolonial Killing

This graduate seminar will engage in a contrapuntal reading of violence against brown and black bodies in the production of modernity over the last two centuries. Some of the issues we will focus on include but are not limited to:

- the use of colonial and postcolonial theaters to experiment with new methods of killing such as aerial bombing, germ warfare, smart bombs, nuclear weapons and drones
- the colonial origins of internment and concentration camps, panoptical surveillance, and other practices frequently circumscribed within western histories
- the carryover from counterinsurgency practices emerging in encounters with third world guerrillas into western city planning, police training and criminalization of minorities
- the role of western military and intelligence training agencies in third world state power
- the rising use of algorithms and big data in contemporary depersonalized killing fields

The purpose of the course will be to understand the coeval and conjoined emergence of modernity – especially in the realms of violence towards racial minorities, incarceration, surveillance, and biopolitics – in both first and third worlds. Some of the books we will reading (in their entirety or in part) include the following:

Andrew Cockburn, *Kill Chain: the rise of the high-tech assassins* (Henry Holt, 2015)
Mike Davis, *Late Victorian Holocausts* (Verso, 2002)
Frederik Rosen, *Collateral Damage: a candid history of a peculiar form of death* (Hurst, 2016)